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What leaders say
The practices described in this book are part of the DNA of Theodo
and have helped us grow tenfold over a four-year period, while
remaining a “best place to work” for our employees.
Benoît Charles-Lavauzelle
CEO @ Theodo

A powerful mental model that helps me find improvement ideas on
the field that I could not see before. It also provides an important
cultural element to keep everyone aligned and engaged in a fastgrowing company.
Steve Anavi
CEO @ Qonto

After 8 years of steady growth, it was becoming hard to live up to our
high quality standards, and problems kept emerging everywhere. The
practices described in this book have helped me transform the company
into a faster, customer-obsessed and learning organization.
Get the book
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Jonathan Vidor
CEO @ JVWEB

There is no turning back. As the world
enters a new period of drastic change, we
need entrepreneurs to do what they know
best: taking initiative and finding new ways
to create value and propel society forward.

Régis Medina

Unfortunately, there is a caveat.
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Ballé’s Iron Law of Scale-Up
With fast growth, silo and complexity
costs increase faster than revenue

This phenomenon is called the “big company disease.”
Its first symptoms appear in the first years of any company:
- Defending process over customers
- Defending silos over teamwork
- Rewarding compliance over initiative
- Confusing legacy and heritage technologies
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The reason? Rash, uninformed decisions based on
misconceptions lead to a colossal waste of talent, time
and resources that slows companies down and limits
growth.
The lean education system is the antidote.
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Forget Everything You Know About Lean

Manufacturing Tricks

Cost Cutting Projects

Lean Startup

Agile Development

A set of tools to improve processes
and building efficient factories

Improvement projects led by big
consulting firms to get quick results

Iterate fast with a MVP, pivot your way
until you reach product/market fit.

Organize the flow of tasks to quickly
produce software that meets user
needs

The goal of this book is to introduce you to a deeper understanding of lean
so that you can build a faster, people- and customer-centric company.
A company that can adapt swiftly to changes in its environment.
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The Lean Strategy
The Lean Strategy is a unique and proven model for scaling strong and healthy companies.
It is an alternative to the classic top-down approach, based on a simple premise:

Creating more and more value for each customer to foster trust and loyalty
by engaging everyone, every day, to improve something in their work to better think
and learn about what they do
leads to a sustainable growth that improves the lives of customers, employees and
shareholders, and helps build a better society.

The Lean Strategy is a complete system for turning this vision into reality. What makes it
different from other management approaches:

Lean is not about how we organize work,
it’s about how we think about it.
It’s not a production system,
it’s an education system.
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Managing to Learn
Using learning as a strategy requires a fundamentally different
management approach than the traditional Command & Control.

Impacts on
adaptability
and learning

Underlying
assumptions
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Command & Control

Orient & Support

Give directions on
the actions to be
performed

Clarify the
compelling
outcomes to
achieve

Make sure that
actions are executed
according to plan

Help people speak up
and clarify the method
they use to reach the
goal

Deprives people of an understanding of why
things are done this way, as well as the ability
to try different things on their own and
contribute ideas.

Fosters total voluntary participation in
learning and self-improvement across the
company.

“Since people don’t know what to do, we need
to give them clear instructions on what to do
and how, and then set up mechanisms to
know when they deviate from the plan in order
to put them back on track.”

“We hired smart and committed people. If
we are all clear on our common goals, we
can let them contribute and then develop
the skills and knowledge they need to
overcome obstacles as they come.”

Strategy in a World of Continuous Learning

m
Fr
a

The CEO and the management
team go frequently on the field to
help teams solve specific types of
day-to-day problems.
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Face
They face the main issues of the
business, starting with their own
misconceptions, and take a
‘“helicopter view” to find the
challenges that limit growth and
could change the company
trajectory.
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Commit
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This leads to a radically different way to approach strategy:

Frame
They cascade these high-level
challenges throughout the
company, framing them in such a
way that every team can
contribute to the global learning
effort.

Form
The management team supports
the teams in finding innovative
ways to solve the company’s
challenges and to design and
deliver better products, to sustain
growth and stay relevant over
time.

The Helicopter Workout
High-level strategy

Lean is first and foremost a personal practice.
For the CEO or the executive, practicing lean helps
develop the ability to start from local details, zoom
out at a high-level strategic level, and zoom in
again.
It is about developing the ability to hold the reality
of the whole business in one’s head. It is an
alternative to becoming a single-mode leader: the
high-level dreamer unable to understand what’s
going on for real, or the day-to-day firefighter
unable to step back.
It is also about developing the ability, as a leader,
to keep engaging people on a personal level even
as the business grows.
This constant back-and-forth between the daily
activity and the high level view helps the executive
constantly drive the adaptation of the company in
a changing environment.

2. Face
your real problems

1. Find
the current reality about
customer expectations,
limits of people,
limits of technology

4. Form
new solutions
to develop new
operational
capabilities

Day-to-day details
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3. Frame
the learning challenges

The Lean Practice
The Lean Strategy is based on a proven mental model: the Thinking People System.
Practicing lean means thinking about business situations through the TPS lens,
exploring the following questions in further and further detail:

Customer satisfaction

Do we deeply understand the situation
and needs of each individual customer?
How could we create more value?

What do we need to change in the next
evolution of our product to create more
value for our customers?

Customer Satisfaction
Value Analysis / Value Engineering
Quality

Safety

Just in Time

What prevents us from having a steady,
continuous flow of value across the
company, without stagnation?

Lead-Time

Cost

Energy performance

Just in Time

Jidoka

Takt Time

Andon

Continuous
one-piece
flow

Poka yoke
Human/
machine
separation

Pull system

Heijunka

Standard work

Kaizen

5S

Problem Solving

TPM

Jidoka

What is preventing team members from
doing quality work right first time?
Do local leaders help them as much as
they should?

The Thinking People System

Stability

In what ways do we prevent team members from
working in the conditions needed for them to
contribute their ideas for improvement?
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The Practice

Start from the gemba
The first commitment of the lean practitioner is to "go to the
gemba". Gemba is a Japanese term that means "the place where
real things happen.”
Depending on your activity and the context, the gemba might be:
• The shop or the website where customers buy your products
• The place where customers use your products
• The office where your teams work
• The codebase in which your engineers build the features of your
product
• Your suppliers’ offices or factories, etc.
Going to the gemba means getting out of your office and visiting
either your customers, the people who create value for your
customers, or those who support them.
Going to the gemba is no mere tourism, it is a learning expedition.
You go there with the intention to learn something.
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The Gemba Walk Routine
A gemba routine helps you get grounded in reality. In very practical terms, it
means setting slots in your calendar to make sure you actually do it consistently.

Gemba

Gemba
Gemba

What are they trying to
achieve, if you step back
from the usage of your
product?

To approach your first visits :
- First, you want to explain what you are doing: spending more time on the
day to day operations to learn more about the reality of the teams and the
customers.
- Then you can start with the questions listed on the right-hand table.
Don’t know where to start? Go to your customer service department.
You know that you had a good gemba walk when you learned something new
about your business and when the team has gained a renewed motivation and
clarity to improve their activity.
The basic posture when going to the gemba is best summarized by a common
mantra of the lean lore, based on the words of Toyota Chairman Fukui Cho: Go
see, ask why, show respect.
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Support

When Visiting Customers

Gemba

Time to Practice

Orient

What are they struggling
with—with or without your
product ?
What do they love about
your product?
What could you do to help
them more?

When Visiting your Teams
What are they trying to
improve?

What is the next step in
their improvement?

Is this in line with what you
expect?

What is difficult?
How are they approaching
the problem?
How can you help?

Seek to Earn Customer’s Smiles
Lean is a customer-centric growth strategy. Its basic premise is that
is you keep on creating ever more value for customers, and if they
stay with you over time, growth will follow. For this reason, the
ultimate target of Orient & Support is always the customer.
Current business thinking leads us to think about customers in
terms of segments or personas. The trap here is to think in terms of
abstractions. In the space you leave between your generic approach
and the needs of a specific customer lies an opportunity for a
competitor to step in. Conversely, digging deep into the
expectations of each customer will uncover opportunities to create
more value and accelerate growth.
A lean approach consists in considering every customer as an
individual, with her own specific needs and preferences. The
ultimate goal is to deeply understand what value means in her eyes.
This is a first step before developing the flexibility of the company,
i.e. its ability to serve many different customer needs efficiently.
Value always remains elusive, because it means different things to
different people, because we don't even know what we really want,
and because context, preferences and alternatives are always
changing.
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To better understand value from the customer perspective, we try
to discover:
•

What is he trying to achieve?

•

How?

•

What obstacles is he facing?

•

What alternatives is he considering for getting past these
obstacles?

•

What implicit or explicit criteria does he use to choose one
alternative over another?

The best place to start this exploration is your customer service
department, listening to customer calls or analyzing support tickets.
When filing a complaint, or a call to support, the customer is
showing that he cares about the product and is willing to initiate the
conversation.
Solving customer problems with the teams is the best way to learn
about them, but it is also the best antidote against the Big
Company Disease. It helps focus people on customers over
processes, it fosters teamwork across the company, it focuses
management on results rather than power plays, and helps clarify
which technologies worth investing in.

Customer Board
Starting from customer complaints, or studying the last support requests with
your customer service agents, you can set up a “customer board” to solve
specific customer problems together. For instance, in a marketing agency
producing videos you could find the following board:

Time to Practice

Date
March
11

Customer
John Doe / xxx

Problem
Requests major changes
on the marketing video
before publishing because
it does not reflect the
brand’s identity

Probable Causes
We only talk about target
demographics and
performance goals during the
initial discussions with
customers

Countermeasure

[Alan / March 14] During Next video accepted
the next brief, show a few first time
sample videos to the
customer to have a
discussion about
branding

Note that this also applies to internal customers if you are the head of a
specific department.
On a strategic level you are working on two things:
- Putting customers at the center of everyone’s attention, to fight the Big
Company Disease
- Getting a deeper understanding of who your customers are and where they
are heading. In this case the way we design branding elements in our
service are not sufficient for this customer.
Learning to Scale
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Result

Lead Time Reduction as a Strategy
The second dimension of the lean strategy is the acceleration of
value, which is achieved through a never-ending reduction of lead
time—the time from a customer request to the final delivery:

As problems are eliminated and lead time is reduced, the financial
health of the company improves:
• With shorter lead times, the business can function with less cash.
• With fewer problems, operational costs decrease.

Customer
request

Lead time

Customer
delivery

Reducing the lead time gives the company a competitive edge
because customers will always prefer the fastest delivery, and they
are often willing to pay extra for it. Lead-time reduction is therefore
a top-line improvement strategy.
But it is also a potent lever for bottom-line performance. Toyota’s
insight is that delays are the physical representation of
problems which occur across the value stream. Every mistake,
every rework, every gap in coordination translates into extra delays
from the customer perspective.
Lead-time reduction acts as a powerful detox plan: problems are
surfaced, ready to be resolved.
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But above all, the discipline of lead-time reduction creates a rich
environment for people to learn from, digging into the root causes
of problems surfaced daily. It also creates the conditions for good
teamwork, because it cuts across silos and brings people to better
collaborate with other teams across the company. As such, leadtime reduction is the ultimate weapon against the Big Company
Disease.
To foster learning in your company, you need to develop your own
skills in lead-time reduction. It starts with pursuing the ideal state
of flow: value flying from one step of the process to the next,
without pause, reaching the customer as fast as possible.

Make Lead Time Visual

To start practicing, you can pick a process you are
responsible for in your company and try to reduce its lead
time by following the next steps.
As a starting point, you need to see what is going on. At
what step in the process do specific customer requests
occur? Which ones are stagnating? Why?
The key here is to avoid thinking in terms of averages.
Once averaged out, the data loses its most valuable
information.
What you need is a simple, visual system in place to see
individual customer requests and their corresponding lead
time at a glance on the gemba, so that you can dig deep
into a few cases.
This is the purpose of kanban.
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Kanban
A kanban is a simple production signal, a kind of ticket used to purchase
something from an upstream process. It can be a ticket created by a customer to
“order” an answer from a customer support service, a card filled by a product
manager to “order” a feature from a tech team, or a job description sent to the
recruitment team to “order” a new hire.

Team
member

Next

Time to Practice

Kanban may take many forms, paper or electronic. The information and layout will
change from one context to the next, depending on what the team is learning at
the moment. What is important is that you can see at a glance all the current
requests with these details:

Customer John Doe

•When was the request emitted?

Done

Date requested March 17

Request

Marketing video “Once upon a time”

Production flow shown as individual swim lanes

•Who is the customer?
•What is being requested?

In progress

Team
member

Customer

Date
requested

John Doe

March 17

Sofia Smith

Feb 24

Newsletter “Spring collection”

Jeff Adler

Jan 18

Landing page “Spring outfits”

Request
Marketing video “Once upon a time”

•Who is processing it right now, or who is going to process it?
Note that kanban is not a tool to organize production. Kanban is an education tool
whose main purpose is to make the situation visible. Like a radioactive marker in
the body, it is a tool designed to reveal how value is flowing across a system. As
such, it loses its edge as soon as you stop using it to learn about what is causing
delays in the value creation flow.
You can set up a kanban system right now, with a crucial tip: do not overthink it.
Trying something simple today is much better than planning a full system for the
future. If you already have a ticketing system in place, start with it. If there is
nothing, a simple spreadsheet or a few Post-it Notes are sufficient to start with.
You really don’t need that super new computer thing that will take months to
implement.

A list of requests in a ticketing system

Resp.

Jan

Feb

Mar

19

Comments

Design website prototype
Launch website
Launch acquisition campaign
Planned

Delivered on time

Expected late

Milestones for a project
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Delivered late

Studying Kanban
Kanban allows everyone, from team members to top
management, to see what is going on in the company. For
each individual customer, there is absolute clarity on what
the promise was and what reality is.
This is a fundamental lean tool, to the point that there is
no lean without kanban. It is therefore a key focus of
attention during your gemba walks.
You can start studying kanbans right away by exploring
simple questions:

• Is it normal for the team to be working on this
item now?
• Why is this request taking longer? You can dive into
one or two cases, trying to reconstruct the sequence of
events that led to the delay.

As for customer issues, you are trying to think as a
scientist. What is the gap in our understanding? What is
the mistake that we keep repeating that leads to this
delay?
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Andon

Time to Practice

A team member or
a machine detects
an abnormal
situation

1

The team
leader works
4
on removing
the root cause to prevent the
problem from recurring
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She stops production
and signals the
problem

2

The team
leader or
3
manager
helps her fix the
problem and resume
production

Andon is a mechanism used by a team member or a machine to
signal an abnormal situation - for instance a mistake in the copy
to be integrated in a landing page, a web server with unusually
high processor usage, or missing details in a specifications
document.
Andon can take many forms. Within factories, it is often a chord
hanging above the operators that can be easily pulled when
needed, triggering a red light or a signal on a display. It can also
be a large red button near a workstation. In an office, it can just
be raising one’s hand, sending a text message or typing “help” in
a dedicated channel in the company’s communication tool. It can
be an automated email sent to you by a computer system.
To start putting in place such a system, you can start at your
level: do you have a clear system in place where every person
you support knows who to call when there is a problem? How to
call? In what situations to do it?
Are your automated systems designed and configured to raise
alarms when an abnormal situation arises? Do people in charge
of these alerts work to remove their root causes?

The Kanban System
Kanban is far more than a “Todo / doing / done” board. It is a complete
system for helping people better collaborate across the company, and a
powerful antidote to the Big Company Disease. It is the foundation of the
Lean Strategy. Here is how it works:

1

Real customer demand is leveled to
create an ideal internal customer
who withdraws products on a steady
cadence, according to a leveled plan

A
B

4

As problems are addressed and
people gain a greater mastery of
their craft, the number of
intermediary kanban (in-process
stock) is lowered to reduce
stagnation and shorten lead time,
surfacing new problems to solve
and promoting progress

3

Team leaders respond to andon
calls to help team members, and
they solve problems continually
to foster learning and smooth
production

2

//

//
/

/ /
/

/ /
/

/ /
/

/

The leveled demand ripples
across the company with the
kanbans (production orders) of
the pull system

Note that this is not a production system, it is an education system.
The goal of kanban is to surface the problems that prevent your
company for providing the best service to your customers.
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Daily Problem Solving
To get the most out of this practice:
Studying kanbans and responding to andon calls day
after day will uncover a myriad problems. The role of
management is to step in and help solve them, one at
a time, to better understand the business and create
the conditions for the teams to succeed.

• Avoid solving problems in meetings with a large team. It is much
more practical and efficient to work on the gemba with one or two
people directly involved in the situation.
• Display this table in the team’s workspace so that 1/ the team
becomes familiar with Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) thinking and
sees that its situation is improving, and 2/ management can have
discussions about improvement with the team during its gemba
walks.

Time to Practice

A common practice is to use the table below to track
problems as they are solved, day after day.

• Have team members briefly present the problem solving to the
team, for instance during daily meetings.

Date

Who

April 3

Jane Smith

Problem
2 hours late to deploy the
website because the
security certificate had
expired

What is the
obstacle?
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Probable Causes
We never check the
expiration dates of our
assets.

Countermeasure
[Sergio / April 5]
Replaced the certificate
[Alan / April 6] Set up a
calendar to check the
web server assets

What are our
hypothesis?
How do we
confirm them?

What is the
simplest thing we
can try to remove
the obstacle?

Result
Website deployed
+ Discovered that the
cache management
system license was
also about to expire

Quality First: the Red Bin Reviews

Time to Practice

The goal of the andon system is twofold: helping team
members, and developing attention to quality at each step of
the process.
As people become clear on quality key points, they will
uncover defects in many intermediary and final artefacts:
mistakes in marketing copy, mistakes in product listings,
incoherent or incomplete feature specifications, software bugs,
etc. These are rich sources of learning.
A key practice in this area is that of the “red bins” review.
They come from the industry, where defective parts are put
away in special (red) containers for further study.

1. A team member
or a machine
detects a
defect
2. The defective part
is put aside in a
special container: the
red bin

To use red bins in your context, you can:
• Identify what “defects” mean in your activity.
• Agree with the team on a place where defective items can
be placed. This might be a physical container, but also a
shared folder, or tagged elements in a database.
• During your next gemba walks, spend some time with the
team leader analyzing the root causes of these defects, and
try simple PDCA experiments to eliminate them.
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3. The team member
and the team leader
analyze the root cause of the
defect to prevent its recurrence

The Product/Market Fit Machine
You just discovered the very first steps of your lean journey.
There are still many things for you to explore, but these should
set you on the right path.

This is the key to overcoming the challenges that await all of us
now.
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Accept

ce

Who needs to learn what
in order for the company to succeed?

Commit

Fa

What makes the lean strategy unique is that it provides an
operational model for an always adapting company, with a
specific approach. Starting from the evolution of the company
and its context, it constantly reframes the reflection around the
ultimate lean question :

Fr
am

Every 4F cycle is the opportunity to sense changes in the
market, and then to explore new ways to adapt. And at the
same time, every 4F cycle develops the capability of the whole
organization to better sense what is going on outside, and to
better collaborate to react to these changes.
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What you will soon discover is that lean is not just about
optimizing operations and solving problems. It is a strategy of
constant adaptation to market conditions.

Time to Practice!
The exercises described in this guide are just a beginning. Here is the full approach described in the book:
Find

Engage people in improving the company by solving operational
problems day in and day out, while developing their skills and their
ability to work together.
This series of exercises need to be repeated for each value stream
in your company :
- Customer support
- Operations
- Product development
- Recruitment
- Finance
- etc.

Face

Uncover the main factors that limit the growth of your company.
Face your own responsibility, and bring the executive team to agree
on tackling these challenges together.

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Start a gemba walk routine by dedicating specific slots in your calendar

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Perform red bins analysis with your teams to improve quality at every step

Set up a customer board to better understand how to retain customers
Set up a kanban to make your lead time visual and uncover problems
Start a daily problem solving activity
Identify your team leaders and establish an andon system
Help team members take ownership of their workplace with a 5S program
Involve teams in creating standards to distinguish normal from abnormal
situations
Perform a variability analysis to dig into the causes of delays
Pursue continuous one-piece flow to drive improvement
Visualize your product mix to clarify activities and value streams
Compute the takt time to better balance work across teams
Create a leveled production plan (heijunka) to create stability
Set up a pull system to improve teamwork across the company
Set up an Obeya to align your executive team on the main challenges to tackle
Create and maintain a Plain English P&L to align your financial and operational
challenges

Frame

Align the whole company on a small set of operational challenges

☐

Cascade learning contributions from your C-level to all teams

Form

Foster the creativity of everyone in the company to develop new
capabilities and adapt to market changes

☐
☐
☐

Start local kaizen initiatives to engage your teams in finding better ways to work

☐

Create and maintain a plan per person with all your management team
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Define your product evolutions takt to keep your products relevant over time
Create a quality/function deployment table to deliver more value for customers

Going further

To get more information and join the community of
Lean Strategy practitioners:

https://learningtoscale.co

Get the book
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